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Computer science is no more about
computers than astronomy is about telescopes.

Dear Reader
Comput-ARGHHHHHHH!
Don’t know your algorithms from your elbow? Think the cloud is floating in the sky? Hate
printers?* Or do you love all things tech and want to share the joy? Either way, we’re here to help.
Who are Bright Little Labs?
We’re a group of techies and storytellers.
We make interactive stories to promote critical thinking, computer science, toilet humour and
equality for ALL kids. We're active in over 30 countries, have Cabinet Office backing, and have won
awards for our story-led approach to computer science. Oh, and our mums support us too.
Our founder, Sophie Deen, is a former lawyer, techie and school counsellor. Sophie previously
worked at Code Club, alongside Google and the Department For Education, to help introduce the
new coding curriculum in primary schools. She was named Campaign Female Frontier Honouree
in 2020, and one of Computer Weekly’s ‘Most influential Women in UK IT’ in 2019, 2018 and 2017.
Together, we’re on a mission to increase diversity in the STEM pipeline (that’s Science, Technology,
Engineering and Maths. NOT the stalk of a flower). We’re living in a digital age, and everything in
the digital age is built on code, so having digital skills is essential to understand the world around
us. Businesses think so too. Coding is the #1 sought after skill in employees. We’re proud to help
kids understand how the internet works, how data is shared, and how to use technology in a safe,
responsible and positive way.
Peace, love + code
Team Bright Little Labs

⚡
* we do too.
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First things first, we love Scratch. It’s a programming language for kids made by MIT,
it’s easy to use, and free. You can create stories, games and animations, and share
them with users all around the world. Check it out here, or download Scratch Junior
on your tablet and have a play around. Here are some other resources that we LOVE:

General

💥 Primary National
💥 Computer Science

Curriculum.

Unplugged - free activities to teach Computer Science
offline, through games and puzzles (cards, string, crayons and lots of running
around!). We also love their tools for teachers.

💥 CS4N - behind the retro design, there are some hidden gems to make computer
science fun.

💥 An Open Mind (the blog of Miles Berry, an amazing teacher-of-teachers).
💥 Raspberry Pi Teach.
💥 Scratch Junior resources - curricula to use with Scratch Junior.
💥 Blockly mazes.
💥 Tube maps as a tool to teach abstraction.
💥 X-Ray Goggles - this browser extension lets users see the code behind any

webpage, and then remix it to create a customized version. A fun, hands-on way
to learn HTML and CSS.

💥 Sumaze Primary - maths + computational, logical, step by step thinking.
💥 Lightbot - Solve puzzles using Programming.
Teacher Resources

💥 STEM - high-quality teaching resources for STEM (science, technology, engineering
and mathematics) subjects.

💥 Computing at School - tons of teaching resources + info about hub meet-ups
and training. Check our their teachers’ guide to the curriculum here.
💥 Barefoot Computing - tools for primary school teachers to teach computing.
💥 Scratch Ed - community for educators to share resources and exchange stories.
💥 Discovery Education’s offline activity packs + lesson plans and
resources.

Videos
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💥 The

Piano Guys. This is a great starting point for discussions about coding
- playing a piano normally vs being able to do something like this is a bit like
learning to use a computer vs understanding basics of computing / computer
science... it shows how much more can be achieved if you understand how the
piano works, if you think creatively, work collaboratively, use trial and error,
experiment, etc.

💥 The Jam Sandwich algorithm.
💥 The Big Bang Theory clip (Sheldon’s friendship algorithm).
💥 Solving Problems at Google Using Computational Thinking.
💥 How Quick Sort works.
💥 How search works.
💥 Scratch’s YouTube channel.
The Internet

💥 IT Crowd clip: This, Jen, is the internet (no educational value, but lols).
💥 The physical side of the internet.
💥 Map of world-wide submarine cables.
Scratch Activities

💥 Scratch drawing challenge: http://bit.ly/ccpturtle.
💥 Bee bot simulator: http://scratch.mit.edu/projects/25600791/#editor.
💥 Bee bot maze: http://bit.ly/ccpmaze.
💥 Buggy code: http://scratch.mit.edu/projects/20921423/#editor.
💥 Pizza game: http://scratch.mit.edu/projects/780993/.
💥 Simple tables test: http://bit.ly/ccpttest.
💥 Completed version of Tables Test program: http://scratch.mit.edu/
projects/20921544/.
💥 Patterns, decomposition and abstraction: http://scratch.mit.edu/
projects/25700285.
💥 Buggy code for Tables Test program: http://scratch.mit.edu/
projects/20921423.

💥 Fixed code for Tables Test program: http://scratch.mit.edu/
projects/20921544/#editor.
💥 Sound level monitor program: http://scratch.mit.edu/
projects/20968943/.
💥 Countdown timer program: http://scratch.mit.edu/projects/20966565.
Maze Activites
A maze provides a great framework to think about algorithms. What are the specific
instructions (i.e. algorithm) for getting out? Random turns, following left/right hand walls
(doesn’t work for all mazes), marking paths as exhausted, etc.

Bee-bots: These ‘Programmable Floor Robots’ (catchy!) are used in quite a lot of schools to
teach kids coding. You can try to figure out how to program a Bee-Bot to get through a maze.
Did you make any mistakes? Were they in the algorithm or in the coding? Can you debug
your program and have another go if so?
Note, if you don’t have Bee-Bots and floor mazes to hand, you can use the Bee-Bot
simulator online.
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Learn digital literacy with
the Agent Asha Gift Pack
A personalised gift to inspire the next generation
of coders, creators and critical thinkers.
Agent Asha teaches kids how to go undercover
(internet safety), design gadgets (computer programming),
avoid data-hungry baddies (digital literacy),
analyse intelligence (fake news) and more.

Use code CATS for 15% off

https://shop.brightlittlelabs.com/
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